Corrigendum VIII

Reference is invited to Global Tender Enquiry dated 22/12/2018 for the procurement of Sports equipment and the subsequent corrigendum.

1. On receipt of queries from prospective Bidders regarding arithmetical errors and related matter in the Financial Bid, in larger interest, the Authority is satisfied that corrective measures have to be taken on the eTender website, including the following:
   a) A column for currency type in BOQ format is now provided
   b) Arithmetical errors in the price bids are rectified wherever applicable.

   The Financial Bid hence stands revised. All the Bidders who have already submitted the Financial Bid are also requested to re-submit their Bid, as per the new format, else the bids will not be considered for evaluation.

2. The last date of Bid Submission may now be read as 29th March 2019, 5 PM.

3. The Date and Time for Technical Bid opening for the sport discipline of Weightlifting may now be read as 4th April, 12pm and for Financial Bid opening may be read as 10th April, 12pm.
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